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FINEMOTOR CONTROLREHABILITATION

RELATED APPUCATIONS

Thi5 application claims the beaefit under 1 19(e) of a US provisional application serial

avmibcr 60/542,022. filed February 5. 2004. by inventor Omcr Einav et al.. andUS provisional

5 application filed on even date, titled "Neuromuscular Stimulation", attorney docket number

414/04031, the disclosure ofboth appUcalions are inooiporated herein by reference.

FIELD OFTHE INVENTION

The present invention lelates to meUipd and apparatus for rehabilitation, for example

for eating and vaittog.

jQ BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Strokes, accidents and other medical conditions can cause a person to lose the ability to

conttol file motor actions, for example, those required ibr handwriting and for.eating with a

foA and spoon. During a lengthy rdiabilitation process, a patient is taught anew to control the

limbs.

15 WhUe many idiabilitation methods have been developed, for various reasons patients

do not keep to the methods and/or for other reasons do not reassume a reasonable level of

control.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A broad aspect of some embodimcnte of the invention relates to rchaWUtation of fine

20 motor control, for example wring a linger-manipulated olaect In an exemplary embodiment of

the invention, tlie position and/or orientation and/or force on the object are reported to a

conHoUer and/or are set by the controller. Optionally, the object is used in a real worid settmg.

Optionally, one or more grosS-motor movements of the patient are limited or are rehabilitated

simultaneously with die fine motor control.

25 A broad aspect ofsome embodiments of the invention leUitcs to rehabilitation in which

fine motor and gross motor control are ishabilitated simultaneously through the use ofa single

integrated device. OptioriaUy, positional feedback or positional control is provided by the

device to a controller and/or a patient

An aspect of some embodiments of the invention relates to a fine-motor control

30 rehabilitation device, for example, a pen, which is used for emulating and/or as part of real-

world activities, such as writing, wWle aUowing the rehabilitation device to apply force to the

paticnfs hand (or other fine motor control source). Optionally, the applied force can be applied

to guide the pen in a desired mmmer, or constrain its movement Optionally, the device is r^

locatable with respect to a real-world activity location, for example a table. Optionally, gross

1
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motioa of a patient's limb is prevented, conboUed and/or monitored using a suitable means

attached to auser's aim.

In an exemplary ejribodiment of the invention, sucb a pen (or any other rehabilitation

device) is movable in several degrees offieedom. for example, orientation and planar position.

5 Optionally motion along the pen axis is supported as well. Optionally, motion is linaled, far

example by design, to the type ofmotion needed for the rehaWlitation task.

Optionally, motion of the pen can be set or constrained by a rehabUitation system.

Alternatively or additionally, such motion is meosnred or assisted by a rehabilitation system.

Optionally, the pen includes one ormore pressure sensors to detennine a particular gr^^ of the

10 pen. Optionally, the pen includes one or more feedback points, for example, small vibmtois,

which allow a rehabilitation system to provide feedback to a user.

In an catemplary embodiment of the invention, the pen moves in a plane of a table.

Optionally, tiie pea is attached to the table, for example, betog held ftom beneath the table.

Alternatively, the pen is held ftom above tiie table. Optionally, tiie pen is mounted on a

15 positioning system which can be moved and attached at various positions relative to a

particular table or relative to other tables.

In an exemplary embodiment ofthe invention, the table includes means for sensing the

pen usa^ for example a pressure sensor, a tablet computer or otiier pen-detecting means

known in flie art, for example position and orientation sensore. OptionaDy, one or more images

20 may be projected on flje table, for example fimn beW (e.g, a transparent table) or bam

above, or shovwi using the table as an active display.

In an cxen^lary embodiment oftiie invoition. die pen is mounted on a baU joint which

allows spherical motion oftiie pen. Optionally, die pen hidndes an axial linearjoint, for radial

motion. Optionally, tiie ball johit is mounted on anX-Y table.

25 An aspect of some embodiments of the invention rehtes to a system for rehaWUtation

of eating. Optionally, tiie rehabilitation system includes rehabilitation of fine motor control

.

involved in manipulating a utensil and also rehabilitation of gross motor control involved in

moving the utensil (e.g., fiom a plate to a moofli). Optionally, rehabUitation of die moutii

and/or coonUnation ofdie moufli and hand, are also provided. In an exemplary embodiment of

30 tiie invention, an eating utensil is hcW by tiie system in tiie air and can be moved over a patii

from a food container (e.g., a plate) to a user's mouflL Optionally, tiie rehabilitation system or

a user can move tiie food container, so as to provide multiple rehabilitation situations m a

session.
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OptionaBy, the rehabilitetion system can feed a user automaticaUy and/or complete

incomplete user motions. In aa exemplaiy embodiment of the invention, a patient is

i6habUitated during dafly activities, such as eating. Optionally, the lehaWUtation system can

detect the state of a month, for example whether it is open or dosed. Optionally, the

5 lehabUitation system can detect dropping of food, for example droppmg from the otensU or

ftom the mouth. OptionaUy, system inctades a camera and suitable image processing for the

detection offood dropping.

In an exemplary embodhnenl of the invention^ a rehabilitetion system is provided

which supports other fine motor tasks, for example, sorting and assembly. Optionally in such

10 applications, the utensil held is a finger of the patient himself, for example, using a short

nibber sleeve or ring that fits on a finger.

There is thus provided in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of
the invention.

apparatus for rehabilitation, comprising:

a utcnsU adapted to be hand heW and manipulated usmg fingers and be used in a real

15 world task;

8 fine motion mechanism coupled to said utensil and adapted to apply force to said

utensil, sufiici^t to move said utensiL

There is also provided in accordance with an exemplary embodiment ofthe invention;

apparatus for rehabilitation, comprising:

20 a utensil;

a fine motion mechanism adapted to move said utensilm at least three degrees of

fieedoni;and

a gross motion mechanism ad^d to move said fine motion mechanism, in at least 2

degrees offieedom.

25 There is also provided in accordance with an exemplajy embodiment ofthe invention:

pen rehabilitation apparatus, comprishig:

a sur&ce;

a pen extending up fiom,(he sur^^ and

a motion mechanism adapted to change the orientation ofthe pen, under the surface.

30 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF Tim FIGURES

Non-limiting embodiments of the invention will be described with reference to the

following description of exemplary emtoodunents, ui conjunction with the figures. The figures

are generally not shown to scale and any sizes are only meant to be exemplary and not

necessarily luniting. In the figures, identical stiuctures. elements or parts that appear in mete

3
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than one figure 8Te preferably labeled with a same or similar number ia all the figures in which

th^ appear, in which:

Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a fine motor control rchabilitatiop system, in

acconiance with an exemplaiy embodiment ofthe invention;

5 Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a semi-portable pen-type rehabilitation system, in

accordance with an exemplary embodimcait ofthe invention;

Fig. 3 is a detailed view of a fine motion mechanism for the pen of Fig. 2, m

accoidancc with an exemplary embodiment ofthe invention;

Fig. 4 is a detailed view of an under-the-table pen motion mechanism, in accordance

10 with an exemplary embodiment ofthe invention; and

Fig, 5 is a perspective view ofan eating rehabilitation system, in acconiance with a n

example embodiment ofthe bveadon.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOFEXEMPLARYEMBODIMENTS

OVERVIEW

15 Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a fine motor control rehabilitation system 100.

in accordance vidtli an exemplary embodiment ofthe invention.

A patient 128 to be rehabilitated holds a utensil 101. for acarople a pen or a fork. The

rchabiUtation activity geneially inchidcs fine motor motion of utensil 101 relative to a

reference 103 (e.g.. a table) and one or more targets 105 (e.g.. the table, a plate, a mouth),

20 which may serve as reference 103. A support structure 107 is optionally provided so that

system 100 <an move utensU 101. or resist motion thereof. The rehabilitation process is

optionaUy managed by a controUer 102 which optionally receives input ftom various sensors

and/or generates movement commands. In a particular class ofrehabilitation activities, system

100 allows motion of utensil 101 only wWan certain ranges of positions and/or orientations.

25 Exceeding these ranges, as detected by the sensors, may. fia example, increase resistance to

motion or generate an audio or visual feedback.

For fine motor rehabilitation, a fine motor mechanism 110 is provided, which for

fijtample, moves ntensil 101, applies force thereto and/or measures force applied thereto. More

complex control can be applied as well, for example, assisting motion by patient 128 can

30 include ofsensing motion and tiien applying force ia the direction ofthat motion.

For comWned fine and gros^motor rehabiMtation. a gross-motion mechanism 108 is

provided, vAich allows/supports/detects gross motion of flie utensil.
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IS

Opdonally. one or more target sensois 106 provided, which genemte signals

indicative ofthe condition of die target (e.g.. mouth open, pressure level ftom utensU) and/or

pio^ty ofthe utensil to the target (e.g.. using absohite or relative measurement).

Optionally, one or more ftmble sensors 104 are provided, which generate signals

indicative of a faUure to use utensil 101 c^cdy. In one example, a camera detects food

faiing offof 8 fork. In another example, a cameia.detects ink blotches caused by a pen being

used inconecdy.

Optionally, one or more grip sensors 112 are provided, which generate signals

regarding the quality or other properties of the gripping of utensil 1pi by patient 128. In one

example, a pen includes pressure sensors which indicate points along the pen where pressure is

being appliedby a hand and/or the pressure level.

Optionally, a task is.structured uring a display provided to the user using a display 1 14.

In one example an image is projected onto reference 103 (and optionaUy serves as a target). In

ano&er example, one or more ofthe targets is a display object.

optionally, one or more utensil sensors 1 16 are provided, for generating feedback on

the location and/or orientation of the utensil. In some cases, for example in a pen, the line

motion mechanism may not control aU the degrees of fieedom and a utensil sensor 116

supplies dataregaiding one or more additional degrees offreedom.

Optionally, one or more feedback providing means 118 are provided on utensil 101. In

20 one example, utensil 101 includes a vibration applying element or a force applying element for

indicating feedback to patient 128 on correct and/or inconect moves.

In an exemplary eaibodiment of the invention, system 100 focuses on control and

detection ofutensil 101 . In other embodiments, additional reference points on a patient may be

contooUed and/or measured. In one example, an elbow brace and movement mechanism (e.&,

25 au otiier limb conuol 120) may be used to monitor and/or control aim motion during a feeding

ichabilitation activity.

in an exemplary embodiment of the invention, utensil 101 is permanently attached to

system 100. Optionally, however, system 100 includes a means to rapidly attach and detach

utensil 101. m one example the means comprises a rubber coated pincer. In.another example.

30 die means comprises a hollow tube which fits over tiie handle of die utensil In anoflier

example, a bayonet comiection is used for quickly changing utensils. In another example, a

ring or sleeve which fits on a finger isused to control die finger ofdie patient as a utensil.

OptionaUy. controHcr 102 is designed for interaction wid. a user (e.g., patient 128 or a

therapist), for example, using a user input device(s) 122 and/or a display(s) 126. Optiomdly, a

5
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liok ]24 is provided to a remotely located computer, rehabilitation device, database and/or

therapist Controller 102 optionally includes storage for storing results and/or programs for

one ormoie patients.

It shodd be appredated that a rclu*ilitation system in accordance with an exemplary

5 embodiment ofthe invention docs not need to include all the elements shown in the figure. In

particular, it should be noted (hat a wide range of activities can be rehabilitated. In one

example, wrfting, most (or even all) of the motion of the Up of a pen can be in a single plane,

and rotation of the pen around its axis may usually be ignored, hi anodier example, eating,

both fine and gross motor control are needed and fine motor conbol is needed over a range of

10 qjatial locations (typicaUy at least the plate and the mouth areas);

In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, system 100 is used to control the

movements of patient 128. as part of a idiabilitation process. As system 100 includes both

sensors and actuators, various movement options may be provided. For example, one or more

ofthe foQowii^ movenient control options may be provided:

15 (a) System 100 can prevent unwanted movements.

(b) System 100 can allow increased patient fteedom to pursue movements, as

lehabilitation progresses.

(c) A user can set flie freedom level. For example, the movement level can be one of

"automatic movement", "user triggered automatic movement", "resistance to user movement".

20 fiee movement".

(d) Movement safe^ and efficacy, for example, not moving unless file patient is

gripping cotrectiy (or at all) the utensil.

Additional possibilities (non-Umiting) are described below.

EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

25 Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a Semtportable pen-type rehabilitation system 200, in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the invention. WbUe system 200 could be

integiaUy attached to a table 202. in an exemplary embodiment of die invention, a coupling

204 isiised to selectively attach system 200 to tabic 202. OptionaUy, this aJlows system 200 to

be attached to a station where a patient is used to carry out his activities and/or wishes to cany

. 30 out his activities on, for example, a fevoiite desk or a repUca thereof. OptionaUy, system 200

comprises an extendible arm 206 which can be used to position system 200 so tiiat its active

aiea (e.g., where die rebabiUtation activity is caaicd out) is at a convenient position. Arm 206

is then optionaUy locked, hi oflier embodiments of the invention, aim 206 is capable of

movement, position sensing and/or applying force in a desired manner.

Irlml hV I ISPTn (mm Iks ICIM Imono naloKaoii nw, llOHHIonnR
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At an end Ofaim 206 and optionally supported thereby is a pen motionmechanism 208

adapted to move, apply force to and/or measim. movement of a pen 210. Mechanism 208 is

shown in greater detail in Fig. 3. A writing target 212 ia also shown, for use with pen 210. An

optional sensor 214 may be used, for example for dettHmining a relative position of pen 210,

5 movements ofpen 210 and/or for imaging the rehabilitation activity area.

As CHnbenotcd.FOtalltheelementsofKg.l aieneededorprovided.

WRITING SDBFACE

Writing target 212 can be of vatioHS types. In an exemplary embodhnenl of the

invention, target 212 is a simple sheet of paper. This has the potential benefits of cost.

10 convenience and being nataral. Optionally, a pattern, for example a geometric pattern or a

written pattern is provided on the paper, to be foUowed by the patient Optioaany. system 200

forces (or urges) patient 128 to follow the pattern. Alternatively, die system monitors fiee

attempts to follow the pattern. Alternatively, a patient may be forced or urged to follow an

invisible pattern, or attempte to foUow such a pattern (e.g.. pattem described using speech) arc

»

IS monitored.

OptionaUy, an image source witiiinmechanism 208 is provided for projecting an image

on ibz sheet, for example, projection from under tiie table or projection from pen moving

mechanism 208*

Optionally, pen 210 can elnte tat Ahematively. pen 210 is inert In some

20 embodiments of tfie invention, an erasable lamtaated sheet is used. In some mbodhnents of

tiiB tavention. ti« writing task is performed in flic air and not on a surface. Optionally, a hand

lest is provided to make tiie taslc more reatistic. for example a hand rest extending down ftom

pen moving mechanism 208.

In an alternative embodiment of die invention, a tablet device is used, for example, as

25 faiown for tablet PCs, for PDAs and for stand alone tablets. Many types of pen detection

mechanisms aie known and can detect, for example, position, pressure, contact and/or pressure

ofhand on the writing target

OptionaUy. ti.e writing target comprises a display for providing a task, feedback and/or

instructions. An optional benefit of using tiie writing target as a display is that patient 128 is

30 genemlly already looking at die surfece, so he is attentive. Optionally, such a tablet device

serves as contcofler 102. optionally using wireless connections.

Optionally, die writing target records die actual material written by patient 128. If

motion of ti» patient's band is restricted, die writing target may conect for tins effect,

optionally in real-time so patient 128 can see the results ofhis efforts during his task.

»

7
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Optiowdly. the writing target (or oilier parts of system 200, such as mechanism 208)

iodudes position and/or orientation sensing mechanisms. For example, optical, image based.

^dHasoimd and RF sensing methods aic known in the ait OptionaUy. not only is the location

ofthe pen tip detected, but also the orientation in space, for example using orieatetiott sensors

5 or by detecting the position of the other end of the pen. Optionally, one end is detected by a

tablet-Uke mechanism and the other end fiom the setting ofmechanism 208.

PEN

Various types ofpens may be used, for ejcample, a plain pen, pencil or marker may be

held by mechanism 208. If a tablet mechanism is used, a suitable pen is optionally used.

,0 OptionaUy. the pen includes sensors to sense the conttct pressure. Alternatively or

additionally, the pen includes grip sensors, for example in the form of an array of pressure

sensors distributed on the pen or mi special contact pohits (e.g., three fingers and the «ea

between the dimnb and index finger). OptionaUy. the sensors are provided in a sleeve which

can be mounted on an existing pen (or other utensU). Optionally, the pen is designed for a

15 particular patient need.- for example, to compensate for hand defonnity or limitation in abUity

to control hand. Optionally, the pen is replaced or modiiled over time as rehabilitation

progresses. Optionally, the pen includes one or more straps or a harness for mounting the pen

on the hand (or an artificial prosthesis) ofpatient 128.

PEN MOVING MECHANISM

20 Various types ofmechanismsmaybeusedformovingpen210.
For example, oneof the

mechanisms shown inUS provisional patent application 60/542.022. the disclosure ofwhich is

ineoiponited herein by reference, may be used. Alternatively, a robotic ann (optionaUy upside

down)may be used.

Depending on the rehabilitation treatment desired, the leqoiiements fiom mechanism

25 208 may vary. The requirements may include, for ©cample, sufficiently short response time,

abUity (and level) to apply force, spatial stabiUty, accuracy and/pr precision. For example, one

ormore of the Mowing rehabilitation-rekted activities maybe provided by mechanism 208:

(a) Moving the hand in a desired manner, as part of a complex motion or a complete

complex motion (e.g. to compensate for a noihresponsive hand or only for a non-icsponaive

30 portion). Optionally the system moves the utensil or is othervdse active when detecting the

hand is (here or responsive to any

(b) Moving the utensil agahist resistance fiom the patient Also, vice versa, the patient

moving the UtensU against resistance by the system.

8
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(c) Nudging the hand in a desired ditection, ifdeemed necessaiy, or as a reminder that

a change in the motion is required. As noted above, vibration sources or other feedback

mechanism may be provided in the pen itself. Vibration sources may be point sources, for

example activated against a pen contact point with the hand. Alternatively or additionally, the

S entire pen may vibmte, for example to indicate that a motion is incoxteet or that it has been

completed and a new motion is expected

(d) Tracking motion and/or force, for example for diagnosis or to determine what the

patient is doing with respect to what is expected or requested. Optionally, when a conect

motion is detected, the pen motion mechanism may move the hand in the desired direction, as

10 an assistance.

(e) Damping. Pen 210 may serve to damp tremors in the patient's hand^ for example by

actively applying a resistive force.

(0 Be able to integrate into real^world activities, such as writiiig a letter in a manner

that patient 128 is used to. Optionally, detecting letters and shapes and preventing moving out

15 of shapes can be used to learn hand writing, even for non-handicapped individuals. However,

system 200 may be advantageously used for preventing handicapped children from falling

behind in studies.

(g) Cotiect incorrect hand motions, ibr example, aiter a delay, for example, by

retracting inconect motions or by moving the utensil back to a different point on a correct

20 trajectory.

Fig. 3 is an enlargement of mechanism 208 and pen 210, in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of die invention. This motion mechanism includes three functional

units, a pen holder 306, a rotary joint 304 and an x-y table 302. Other designs and/or

rehabilitation processes can be provided as well, for example as described in the above

2S referencedUS provisional plication.

Optionally, a camera 344 is provided, to monitor fho user' movements, in some

embodiments of the invention, images captured by camera 344 are used ibr later analysis.

Alternatively or additionally, the camera is used ibr tracking the pen motion, instead of or in

addition to other sensors. In another example, camera 344 is used for tracking the pen position

30 relative to a *'dumb" writing taiget 212 or for calibration of their relative positions. A variety

of suitable image processing techniques are known in the art. Optionally, the hand, pen, pen

holder and/or writing target are marked for easy automatic identification.

PENAND PENHOLDER
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In an exemplaiy embodiaxent ofthe inventloa, a simple pen holder 306 is provided, for

example a hollow tube wiHi an internal nanowing iubber nisert. Optionally, a special pen with

various inteifeces (such as scnsois) is used, and these interfeces are electrically supported by

pen holder 306.

5 OptionaUy, holder 306 is spring loaded so that it maintains flie tip ofpen 210 in contact

with writing target 212. Optionally, holder 306 includes a .sensor for deternumng the contact

pressure of the pen, for example, to track lifting and presstog of the pen by patient 128. It

should be noted that this pressure canbe measured as a variation on the pressure causedby the

spring. In general, the sprmg pressure, whUe not a constant, changes in a known way and/or

10 can be calculated and/or calibrated for or Heated as. a slowly varying vahie. In other

embodiments, the pen is attached to the surface, for example using magnetic attraction.

OptionaUy, holder 306 faicludes a linear actuator for moving pea 210 towards and/or

away from writing target 212. Many suitable linear actuators are known hi the art and may be

used.

15 As noted above, pen 210 optionally mcludcs obb or more vibration sources 342, which

may be local (vibrating only part ofthe pen or tiic hand holding the pen) or global (to vibrate,

the whole pen).

As noted above, pen 210 may inchide pressure sensors for detenninmg grip sh^e

and/or pressure, for example one or more linear array ofsensors 340.

20 ROTARY JOINT

Jn an exemplary embodiment of tiie mvention, orientation ofpen 210 is achieved nstag

a jomt which can rotate in space, optionaUy without twisting around ti>e pen axis. Optionally,

twisting is provided by pen holder 306, for. example, fiee twisting, controlled twisting (e.g.,

using amotorm holder 306) and/or measurement oftwisting.

25 In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, joint comprises a ball 346 Aat is

mountedm a ring 348 and from which pen holder 306 extends. A short nub (hidden) extends

from ball 346, optionaUy in a direction opposite holder 306. The nub rides m the slots oftwo

slotted ate elemente 332 and 334, which are optionally gaierally orthogonal to each other. A

pair ofmotor 324 and 326 are each coupled to an arc elements by couplmgs 328 and 330, for

30 example a worm-gear cot^ling.

Ring 348 is mountedm x-y table 302, for example using a brace 336 and a finger 322

that couples to the motionmechanism ofx-y table 302, as described below.

Motors 324 and 326 may hiclnde encoders or separate encoders or other position

sensors maybe provided (not shown).

10
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WhCQ setting a pen orientation, controller 102 detennines a desired angular setting of

ban 346. Motors 324 and 326 lotate arc dements 332 and 334. whicli. by engaging the short

nub at die intersection of their slots, cause ball 346 to rotate relative to ring 348 (wWch is

prevented fiom rotating).

5 Optionally, baU 346 is balanced for example, the short nub being weighed to counter-

act the torque caused by pen 210 and holder 306. or by providing a suitable weight inside baU

346.

Optionally, motors 324 and 326 are neutral, or possibly apply positive feedback, so

thai a user ofpen 210 feels little or no resistance, when such nuU resistance is deoied (e.g.,

10 during aronitfoing).

A unhreisaljomtmay be piovid«jd instead ofthe above described mechanism.

•

X-YTABLE

As noted above, joint 304 is optionaHy mounted on an x-y table 302. In an exemplary

embodhnent of the invention, x-y table 302 comprises wo orthogonal slotted members 318

15 and 320 which are moved by 8 pair of motors 310 and 312. optionally coupled thereto by a

pair of bands 314 and 316. fa an exemplary embodiment of the invention, finger 322 is

ejigagpdby the crossing ofthe slots of slotted members 318 and 320.

Other x-y taWe designs are known in*e art and maybe used.

It should be noted that in this described embodiment of the invention, many "natural"

20 penmotions wiU require a coupling between the motion of ball joint 304 and x-y table 302. In

an exemplary embodhnent of the invention, such coophng and coordhiated motion between

die sqwnitc motion elements is providedby controller 102.

CALIBRATION ANDPROGRAMMING

inancxemplaiy embodiment of the invention, system 200 is calibrated, forexampieto

25 determine the relative position of pen 210 and the writing target in a resting position, fa an

exemplary embodiment of the mveation, the pen is positioned m a resting position and an

inmge of the writmg target and the pen is acqufa«d. Optionally, the writing target is a display

type writing target which can conrect its position based on the calibratioa

Optionally, system 200 is programmed, for example using the mput 122 and display

30 126. OprtonaUy. propamming is by manipulating uteasfl 101 in aW mode. In an

exenq.laiy embodhnent of the favention. a remote link is provided for remote traimng and/or

control of the system.

UND£RTABLE EMBODIMENT

11
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Fig. 4 shows system 400, an alternative erobodiment of the invention, in which a pen

402 is held,moved and/or monitored from underneath a table, rather than above it

In aa exemplary embodiment of the invention, pen 402 is mounted on 8 surfece 404. at

a point 406. A ball joint 412 (for example like joint 304 ofFig. 3), is coopled to pen 402 via a

5 rod 408. which, for example, is contiguous with pen 402. Optionally, a spring-loaded base 410

is provided for rod 408, to accommodate changes in the distance between point 406 and aU

412. Optionally, pen 402 is axiaUy retractable from rod 408. at least for a short distance, to

emulate pea lifting. Tension in pea 402 may be used to indicate lifting force. An actuator may

be provided to provide control ofsuch lifting.

10 In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, suifiice 404 is mounted on a stroctore

420 which is movable by an x-y table 422, descaibed below.

to an exemplary embodiment of the invention, ball 412 is passively mounted on an x-y

table 414, so Uiat changes in orientation ofrod 408 (caused by a pair ofmotois 413 and 415,

for example) ate translated into jc-y movement of ball 412 constramcd by two orthogonal

15 slotted elements 416 and 418. Altematively, table 422 can compensate for the relative motion

ofpoint406.

In an exemplary emhodiment of the invention, x-y table 422 comprises a pair ofmotors

424 arid 430, which move a pair of orthogonal slotted elements 426 and 428, for example

using a worm drive.

20 In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, x-y table 422 moves both structure 420

and suriace 404. Optionally, patient 128 wears sHppeiy gloves so that this motion will not be

bothersome. Altematively or additionaUy, x-y tabk provides motion to compensate for writing

motion, so diatthe motion seems more natural.

In an dteraative embodiment of the invention, the size of surfece 404 is made small

25 (so the hand can rest on a table) and/or a nottmoving resting area is provided for the band. In

some embodiments, no table is provided at all.

Optionally, a moving (relative or absohite) or fixed nnage are projected on surface 404.

EATING REHABBLlTATIpN SYSTEM

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an eating rchabiUtation system 500 in accordance witii

30 an exemplary embodrnient of tiie invention. System 500 includes a table 502 (or system 500

may be adapted for mounting on standard tables, for example including a suitable ftame 516).

An eating target 504, for example a plate may be fixed to table 502 or may be allowed

movementA utensil 506, for example a spoon is held by a utensil holder 510 whidi has a fine

movement control mechanism 508 associated wkh it Mechanism 508 may be flw same as

12
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medhaiysm 208 described above. Optionally, additional rotational and/or tonslatton degrees

of *«edom are provided. For example, holder 510 may include extension and/or rotation.

OpfionaUy, some degrees of freedom are only sensed. For example, an orientation of utensil

506 relative to a horizon may be detennined using an acceierometcr.

5 In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, system 500 can be used to rehabilitate

not only fine movements bat also gioss movements associated with eating. To this end a gross

motion mechanism 514 is optionally provided, which adds three degrees of fieedom of

translation to mechanism 508 bymoving a support ann 512 intercomiecting them.

Optionally, the combination of mechanisms 508 aiid 514 allows fine motor control to

10 be rehabUitated over multiple spatial locations as may be found in many daily tasks, snch as

eating, where fine control is required at the plate, at the moufli and to some dsgree during a

trajectory ofa spoon.

Optionally, motion control at another point on a body, for example an am, is provided.

In an exemplary embodiment <rfthe invention, a robotic aim or other positional controller 5 1

8

15 is used, which includes an ann i^st 520. In one example, controller 518 comprises a slotted

dement mechanism as described above, in anotiier example, controller 518 comprises a ball

522 and an extendible aim 524. each ofwhichmay be powered by one or more motors and/or

sensedby one or more sensois.

In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, mechanism 514 is as follows. A ball

20 526 is held between two aperturcd plates 528 and 530. One or more motors 532 move ball

526. An optional brake 534 operates by approximating plates 528 and 530. thereby increasing

ftiction on baU 526. An extenduig armmay be provided as well.

hi an exemplary embodiment of die invention, mechanism 508 includes a camera or

other sensois to detect proximity to a mouth and/or a state ofdie rnouth. This may be used to

25 assist in training a patient to coordinate the mouth and the band. OptionaUy, the camera detects

a momh open condition by providing a marker above and a marker below the mouth, and

detecting tiie distance between the markers. Alternatively, non-marker image processing

techniques lioi^be used.
^

In an exemplary embodiment ofdie invention, system 500 can be used during eating or

30 for feeding die patient. Optionally, any step of flic feeding may be temporarily taken over by

tiie patient Optionally, a pause is interpreted as an opportunity to lemiad ti« patient of die

next movement, for example ustog specdi feedback or by nudging die utensU in die eonect

direction.

13
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Optionally, a camera 536 is provided to trs»ck utensU 506 and detect missing of plate

504 (or a serving dish, not sho^ra). or dropping of food, for example at plate 504. at the mouth

and/or onto the patient

OptionaBy. other utensas may be attached, or a pair of utensils may be conJiollcd

5 • together, for example using multiple fine and/or gross motion mechanism, to one example, a

cup is controlled. In another example, a fork and a knife are controlled together. In another

example, two chopsticks aie controUed together. Optionally, two separate fine motion

mecbamsms are provided, one for each chopstidc Both fine motion mechanisms are

optionally attached to a same gross motion mechanism.

10 In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, machine replacing of the utensils is

supported. In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, the utensil holder comprises a

magazine of multiple utensils which may be replaced by machine command. In one example,

for children, a phnality of different crayons are provided.

While arm rest 520 is optionally movable, in some embodiments of the invention, rest

15 520 is used to limit motion of anoflier point of the body, tt should be noted that such otiier

point fixation and/or control may be used for oflier tasks, sudi as vmting.

A particular feature of some embodiments of tiie invention is that fine motion

rehabiUtation can rccpjire high resolution feedback and/or multiple degrees of fiteedom in a

small volume, hi an exemphiry embodiment of die mvcntion. one or botii of these needs are

20 provided by a fine motion mechanism being placed close to the woA votame. Optionally, such

a mechanism can also be li^t and exhibit less resistance and/or delays to motion.

Optionally, flie fine motion mechaniam is stabilized, for example using a relatively

rigid support Optionally, a dynamic sbibili2ation is provided. In one example, feedback form

a camera is used to apply conective fine motions (e.g., via the x-y table). In another example,

25 the utensil, utensU holder and/or fine motor mechanism includes an accelerometer or otiier

suitable sensor. Hie input ftom such a sensors is use to close a feedback loop (optionally using

the pen moving mechanisms) which stabilizes tiie utensil in space, as desired.

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

Systems 100, 200 and 500 may be modified in various ways, for exanq)le, using add-

30 on elements. In an exemplary embodiment of tire mvention. patient 1 28 wears a glove which

provides EMG measurements of the hand. Alternatively or additionally, such a glove

electrically stimulates the hand.

Optionally, speech input is provided, for example to allow patient 128 to control flie

operation ofdie system using voice contioJ. Optionally, a patient can amiounce a desired code

14
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word or language woid which wiU define a pattern (e.g.. lUe word itself) to be used for a

idiabilitation task.

Optionally, various hamesses are used. In oae example, for chopsticks, one chopstick

is controlled by the system and the other chopsdck is attached to the hand using a harness

5 (eg., possibly a suitable glove).

Optionally, a finger harness is provided so that the rehabilitation system can

roanipulate a finger or a part ofthe hand as ifH was autensil.

It should be noted that system 200 general controls only an end point of the motion

(e.B.. the utensil). For controlling the motion ax greater detail, more points on the limb (e.g..

10 usml positioning systems as shown in Fig. 5) or motion restricting means, aie optionally

EXEMPLARY SIZES

In an exemplary embodiment of the hivention, the fine motion jnechanisia coveis (can

move a utensil in) a volume of, for example, has than 30.cm on a side, less than 20 cm on a

side or less than 10 cm on a side. Optionally, the volume has a minimal extent of less than 2

IS cm.

In an exomplaiy embodiment of the invention, a gross motion mechanism covens a

votome of, for example, between 20 and 100 cm on a side. OptionaUy. the vohmie is

cylindrical, for example with a diameter of40 cm or less, llieaxis maybe curved.

OptionaUy, the fine motion mechanism can apply forces of 1 Kg or less. In other

20 embodiments, greater forces are applied. OptionaUy, an accmacy of force application of 100 g,

10 g, 1 g or less are provided, m one ormore degrees offieedom ofthe system.

Optionally, the accmacy of utensil tip ptacement is within 3 mm, 2 mm. 1 mm or less.

Ad anguhir accuracy is, for example, within 10 degrees, 5 degrees 1 degree, 0.5 degrees or

less.

23 USAGE

Various ways of usiiig a rehabilitation system are described in.the above provisiomil

application. In particular, it is noted that the systems described herein may be used at home

attached to everyday work stations, such as tabks and com«ter5. Optionally, the rehabilitation

system stores logs, results, activities, plans, progress reports and/or other data, locally.

30 Alternatively or additionally, some or aU ofsuch data is stored remotely.

In an exemplaiy embodiment of the invention, a network of rehabilitatien systems is

used for collaborative or competitive activities, for example races.

OptionaUy, the rehabilitation system is conuectud to a television set or a virtual reality

(VR) set (e.g., goggles), to support immcision of the patient during rohabilitation.

15
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In some exempbiy embodiment of tbe invention, the utejisil tracked is a free utensfl

which is used to provide feedback but not apply force.

In an exemplary embodiment of the mvention, the lehabilitation system is nsed for

evaluation. Optionally, evaluation inchidcs evaluation for testing progress and/or evaluation

5 for determining ability to cany out certain everyday activates. Optionally, the results of tests

with various handicaps (e.g.. utensil designs, force fields, tasks, targets and/or time

. constraints) arc optionally used to assess which type of .utensil and/or daUy task a patient

should use.

OptionaUy, evaluation is periodic, for example, to assess progress and/or to determine

10 if a plateau of improvement has been reached. Various vrfuation methods, for example,

screwing a bolt, assembling objects, using scissors, sorting and tower building may be used.

Optionally, the rehabilitation system is used, for example, to assist a patient during testing

(e.fr, determine what residual control a patient has), to apply constraints, to guide, to monitor

and/or to remind tbe patient.

15 Various designs for robots and positioning devices (e.g., hexapods) ate known in the

art It should be appreciated that various ones of the statements described herein may be

adapted for such robots and/or positioning devices, in accordance with exenq)lary

embodiments of flie invention. Alternatively or additionally, software may be provided for

such robots and devices for carrying out various of Uie mefliods described herein, all iii

20 accordance with exemplaiy embodiments ofdie invention.

In some embodiments of tiie invention, the systems described herein are used for uses

otiier tfian rdiabilitation, for example, task training, testing and/or robotic manipulation.

It will be appreciated that die above described metfiods of rehabilitation may be varied

in many ways, inctading, omitting or adding steps, changing the order of steps and the types of

25 devices used. In addition, a multipHci^ of various features, both of method and of devices

have been described. In some embodiments mainly methods arc described, however, also

apparatus adapted for perforating flie mefliods are considered to be wifliin the scope of die

invention. It should be appreciated tiiat different features may be combined in different ways.

In particular, not all die features shown above in a particular embodiment are necessary in

30 every similar embodiment of the invention. Further, combinations of dxe above features are

also considered to be wiflun th& scope ofsome embodiments ofdie invention. Also wifliin the

scope ofthe hivention are kits which include sets of a device, one or more tearing pins, one or

more attachments and/or software. Also, wifliin flie scope is bardwarQ, software and computer

readable-media includmg such software which is used for carrying out and/or guiding flje steps

16
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described herein, such as coniiol ofamposWon and providing feedback. Section headings are

provided for assistance in navigation and should not be considered as necessarily Umitiiig the

contents of the section. When used in the following claims, the terms "comprises", "incUides",

Tiave" aiid their conjugates mean "including but not Hnaited to", tt should also be noted that

tlie device is suitable for both males and female, with male pronouns being used for

convenience.

It will be appreciated by a person skilled in the art that the present invention is not

Ihnited by what has thus for been descdbei Rather, the scope of the present invention is

iifliited only by (he following claims.

17
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CLAIMS

1, Apparatus for rehabilitation, comprising:

5 a utensil adapted to be hand held and maniptdated using fingers and be used in a real

wor]d task;

a fine motion mecbanism coupled to said utensil and adapted to apply force to said

utensil, sufficient to move said utensil.

10 2. Apparatus for rehabilitation, comprising:

a utensil;

a fine motion mechanism adopted to move said utensil in at least three degrees of

fi^eedom; and

a gioss motion mechanism adapted to move said fine motion mechanism, in at least 2

IS degrees offreedom.

3. Pen rehabilitation apparatus, comprising:

a surface;

a pen extending up irom the surface; and

20 a motion mechanism adapted to change the orientation oftiie pen, under the surface.

18
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